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difference between 'elephant' and 'giraffe' What is the difference between elephant and giraffe (as in
animal) What does it mean to be the king or queen of something? A: Lame answer, but a well

respected pedant once answered, and answered honestly, the best answer possible here: Both
"elephant" and "giraffe" are words in English that are formed from other words, they are not single
lexemes. Since it is informal English, the answer is both are English words, essentially synonyms,

and have the same meaning. Q: Do object instantiating helper methods have to be part of the
initializer? I've seen people create their own object instantiating helper methods, for example

something like: # Here... def new_user_with(username, password, email) @user =
User.new(username: username, password: password, email: email) end # In my models... def

self.user_with(attributes) # Attempt to use `new_user_with` to avoid hitting the database. end Is it
ok to do things like this? A: This is totally fine. For example, you can do this: class Video def

download # Do something here end end Video.download See how the method is contained in the
class, but not necessarily in an initialization block? If you are asking if you should use it? No. But you
can. They are mostly useful when you don't want to call User.new every time you create a new User
object, which is something that should probably be avoided anyway. action to a BIA decision where

the agency did not render a final decision). “A motion for reconsideration is not an inappropriate
vehicle by which to request reopening of removal proceedings where the B[usiness] I[nstitution]

[Agency] has already made a final decision.” Rod
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